Books

**Trauma-sensitive schools: learning communities transforming children's lives, K-5**

Susan E. Craig
LC4601 .C73 2016

**The PTSD workbook for teens: simple, effective skills for healing trauma**

Libbi Palmer.
RJ506 .P55 P35 2012

**Using trauma-focused therapy stories: interventions for therapists, children, and their caregivers**

Pat Pernicano
RJ506 .P66 P48 2014

**Reaching and teaching children exposed to trauma**

Barbara Sorrels
LC4601 .S69 2015

**Creative interventions with traumatized children**

RJ506 .P66 C74 2015

**Trauma-informed practices with children and adolescents**

William Steele
RJ506 .P55 S74 2012

**The boy who was raised as a dog: and other stories from a child psychiatrist's notebook: what traumatized children can teach us about life, loss, love, and healing.**

By Bruce Duncan Perry. (RJ499 .34 .P47 2008)

**Cancer in our family: helping children cope with a parent's illness.**

By Sue P. Heiney. (RC262 .C29113 2013)

**Companioniing the grieving child curriculum book: activities to help children & teens heal.**

By Patricia Morrissey. (BF723 .G75 M674 2013) *

**Cory helps kids cope with divorce: playful therapeutic activities for young children.**

By Liana Lowenstein. (HQ777.5 .L67 2013)

**Cory helps kids cope with sexual abuse: playful activities for traumatized children.**

By Liana Lowenstein. (RJ507 .S49 L67 2014)

**The divorce workbook for teens: activities to help you move beyond the breakup.**

By Lisa M. Schab. (HQ777.5 .S333 2008)

**Empowering children of incarcerated parents.**


**Finding my way: a teen's guide to living with a parent who has experienced trauma.**

By Michelle D. Sherman. (RC552 .P67 .S54 2009)

**Finding sunshine after the storm: a workbook for children healing from sexual abuse.**

By Sharon A. McGee. (BF723 .S3 M34 2008)

**Fostering resilient learners: strategies for creating a trauma-sensitive classroom.**

By Kristin Souers. (LC4181 .S68 2016)

**The Gus chronicles I: reflections from an abused kid.**

By Charles D. Appelstein. (PS3551 .P5577 G87 2012)

**The handbook of play therapy and therapeutic play.**

By Linnet McMahon. (RJ505 .P6 M37 2009)

**Healing parents: helping wounded children learn to trust & love.**

By Michael Orlans. (HQ773 .O67 2006)

* = Also available as an eBook or downloadable audiobook at www.iyi.org/digital
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Working with children to heal interpersonal trauma: the power of play. (RJ506 .P66 W64 2010)


DVDs

Against all odds. CWK Network. (DVD HQ796 .C663 2005)


If it happens to you: dealing with abuse. Sunburst Visual Media. (DVD HV6626.5 .I3 2006)

IYI’s Virginia Beall Ball Library is a collection of books, journals, reports, video/audio tapes, curriculum guides and other materials of use to youth workers, policymakers and nonprofit managers. Our materials are available for free loan to anyone working on behalf of children and youth in Indiana. Our librarians are on hand to assist you with customized reference work and will recommend materials that can provide the valuable information you need.

Indiana Youth Institute
603 East Washington Street, Suite 800
Indianapolis, IN 46204

www.iyi.org/library
Call: 800-343-7060 or 317-396-2700
E-mail: library@iyi.org

* = Also available as an eBook or downloadable audiobook at www.iyi.org/digital
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